The Purpose of The Project
Agriculture is becoming one of the world's most important industries. The problem is that we are starting to lose that industry to urbanization as towns and cities continue to expand. It is becoming increasingly important to make use out of every acre of land not only to make high profits from high yields per acre but to also help feed the people of the world.

This is where we come in... our sponsor Kimberly Orr owns a small 100 acre farm in Emlenton, PA. This farm was once a productive system but because of time it is now just empty land. The goal for this project was to produce a simple step by step plan that our sponsor can use to set up a new sustainable farm system and give her the materials needed to manage it. We also wanted to make her a profit and losses analysis so that she can decide for herself if this system is worth her time and money.

Past Practices On System
This system was a productive farm for the longest time but because of time it has fallen apart. Built in 1898 this farm produced a plethora of different goods and services. It had a blacksmith shop to shoe horses and make machinery, its barn housed many different kinds of tillage equipment for corn and hay, and it had many different chicken coops. This farm continued to be productive till the 1950's when it was bought by the Eichenmiller family who sat up a sylvaculture system of Hardwoods and Christmas trees. This is when things started to fall apart. The Barn due to time and poor construction caved in, the coops rotted away and the fields were retaken by nature. In 1985 the farm was given to the Orr Family. Kimberly Orr did her best to try and turn this farm into a productive system but without the knowledge and information she needed she was going at the systems in the blind.

Some of the systems she restarted were chickens, pigs, beans, and sweet corn. Today the farm sits unused. Kimberly Orr is sponsoring us in hopes to restore this farm to working order. Using what she already has from the past operations and what we have learned throughout our college experience we have successfully created a plan that she can use.

Sponsor Preferences and Stipulations
Our Sponsor loves nature and is intrigued by organic farming. This is one of the big preferences she had for us. She wanted the systems to be grown as naturally as possible. This means we had to minimize the amounts of outside fertilizers, insecticides, and herbicides. She also desired to have free ranged chickens as we set up our systems. Working with her we set up a system that had a cyclical nature where products or wastes from one system went to feed or fertilize other parts. Finally this farm is not the sole source of income that our sponsor has so we developed a plan that will require as little time of her as possible. This will allow her to work on the farm after she gets off work and still have time to do fun things. These stipulations were all considered and put in our plan to make a custom system built around what she wants and needs.
Final Purposed System and Advantages
We have concluded that for this system we should produce Apples, Worms through vermiculture, Chickens, and Asparagus. We chose these systems for their relative ease to setup and upkeep. Each one has some work involved but the work doesn’t have to be done all at once or can be put off for a day when our sponsor has time to work. In the case of chickens and the asparagus watering or feeding is an everyday chore but we have them both in small enough numbers to where it doesn’t take very long to do this job. We also chose these systems for their relative ease to be used or sold somewhere in the area. Auctions, farmers markets, and small restaurants are in great abundance in her area making each of these systems easy to grow and sell. With a little extra care our sponsor will also get instructions to sell her products with the organic stamp making her goods even more valuable to anybody in her area or the city of Pittsburgh, which is only an hour away. These products are also hearty systems. They are hard to kill and if she follows our step by step instructions she should be able to set up these systems and keep them going for years to come.

Resources Available
This system was a farm for the longest time and has acquired some tools that will be useful to our sponsor in this plan. We made sure we reduced the start up cost for our sponsor by using resources and equipment already available on or near the farm. We decided to take advantage of the mobile coops she constructed for her chickens from previous years, her new John Deere 3203 tractor and tillers, electric fencing, and the farms old sylviculture system and many other tools and resources that were already available for her to use. This reduced our start up costs to $2019.18 per year making the setup of this farm possible for her even in today’s economy.

Customized Setup, Instructions, and Management Materials
This system plan is customized for the farm in Emlenton, PA owned by the Orr family. The plan includes step by step instructions showing in detail how to set up and produce the products for each system. This plan also has appendices of budgets and calculation tables that the sponsor can use to manage her farm’s profits and losses. Finally the plan will give information on suppliers and buyers in her area so she can start the systems and market her products.

Alternative Ideas
This system just didn’t pop out of nowhere. There was a lot of time put into deciding what systems would have been right for her, based on what she wanted and needed. Some systems we though she could do were garlic production, goats, cherry trees, pigs, beef, buffalo, and apricots. All these systems were good for her in her area but were rejected by either our sponsor or us because of their requirements. Some of them can still be possibilities for her in the future if she wants to use them like cherry trees, goats, and apricots.
To sum it all up:

We have learned a great deal, doing this project, of the things you may never think about on your own. As we went through this project we were coming up with different possibilities and different systems that could have worked out even better than what we planned! The problem is that there is not enough time for us to do all the research require to put together the perfect system for this farm, considering and combining all the different possibilities out there. We did our best and came out with a good plan we just wish we had more time. This project was a good experience for us giving us a taste of what some people do for a living and what a graduate student may write when they are writing their dissertation.